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Abstrat
This thesis presents our work onerning omputation of dynami sliing of aspet-
oriented programs.
Program sliing is a deomposition tehnique whih extrats program elements related
to a partiular omputation from a program. A program slie onsists of those parts of a
program that may diretly or indiretly aet the values omputed at some program point
of interest, referred to as a sliing riterion.
A program slie an be stati or dynami. Stati slie ontains all the statements that
may aet the sliing riterion for every possible inputs to the program. Dynami slie
ontains only those statements that atually aet the sliing riterion for a partiular input
to the program.
Aspet-Oriented Programming is a new programming tehnique proposed for leanly
modularizing the ross-utting struture of onerns. An aspet is an area of onern that
uts aross the struture of a program. The main idea behind Aspet-Oriented Programming
(AOP) is to allow a program to be onstruted by desribing eah onern separately.
AspetJ is an aspet-oriented extension to the Java programming language. AspetJ adds
new onepts and assoiated onstruts alled join points, pointuts, advies, introdutions,
aspets to Java.
We rst store the statements exeuted for a partiular exeution in an exeution trae
le. Next, we develop a dependene-based representation alled Dynami Aspet-Oriented
Dependene Graph (DADG) as the intermediate program representation. The DADG is an
ar-lassied digraph whih represents various dynami dependenes between the statements
of an aspet-oriented program for a partiular exeution.
Then, we present an eÆient dynami sliing tehnique for aspet-oriented programs using
DADG. Taking any vertex as the starting point, our algorithm performs a graph traversal
on the DADG using breadth-rst graph traversal or depth-rst graph traversal. Then, the
traversed verties are mapped to the original program to ompute the dynami slies.
We have shown that our proposed algorithm eÆiently alulates dynami slies. The
spae omplexity of the algorithm is O(S). The run-time omplexity of the algorithm is
O(S
2
). We have also shown that our dynami sliing algorithm omputes orret dynami
slies.
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1.1 Program Sliing
Program Sliing is a tehnique for aiding debugging and program omprehension by
reduing omplexity. Program sliing is a deomposition tehnique whih extrats program
elements related to a partiular omputation from a program [66℄. The onept of a program
slie was rst introdued by Mark Weiser [43, 44℄. A program slie onsists of those parts of a
program that may diretly or indiretly aet the values omputed at some program point of
interest, referred to as a sliing riterion . Thus a program slie onsists of all statements in
a program P that may aet the value of variable v at some point p [7℄. The task to ompute
program slies is alled program sliing. Finding all statements in a program that diretly or
indiretly aet the value of a variable ourrene is referred to as Program Sliing [25℄. The
statements seleted onstitute a slie of the program with respet to the variable ourrene.
A program is slied with respet to a sliing riterion . A sliing riterion is a tuple < s; v >,
where s is a program point (statement) of interest and v is a variable used or dened at s.
Program sliing transforms a large program into a smaller one that ontains only state-
ments relevant to the omputation of a given funtion. Various slightly dierent notions of
program slies have been proposed. There has also been a proliferation of the number of
methods to ompute slies. The main reason for this proliferation of sliing tehniques is
that dierent appliations require dierent properties of slies. Weiser [44℄ dened a program
slie S as a redued, exeutable program obtained from a program P by removing statements,
suh that S repliates part of the behavior of P . The program sliing tehnique originally
introdued by Weiser [44℄ is now alled stati bakward sliing. It is stati in the sense
that the slie is independent of the input values to the program. It is bakward beause
the ontrol ow of the program is onsidered in reverse while onstruting the slie. An-
other ommon denition of a slie is a subset of the statements and ontrol prediates of
the program whih diretly or indiretly aet the values omputed at the sliing riterion ,
but whih do not neessarily onstitute an exeutable program. Program sliing has many
appliations in software engineering ativities inluding program understanding, debugging,
testing, maintenane and model heking, program omprehension et. [46, 52, 60, 66℄.
Aspet-oriented programming (AOP) is a new programming paradigm that was proposed
by Gregor Kizales et al. [22℄ for modularizing the rossutting struture of dierent onerns
suh as exeeption handling, synhronization, logging, seurity, resoure sharing, user inter-
fae. When suh ross-utting onerns are expressed using standard language onstruts, it
produes poorly strutured ode sine these onerns are tangled with the basi funtionality
of the ode. This inreases the system omplexity and makes maintenane onsiderably more
diÆult.
AOP [1, 2, 32℄ attempts to solve this problem by allowing the programmer to develop
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ross-utting onerns as full stand-alone modules alled aspets. The main idea behind
AOP is to allow a program to be onstruted by desribing eah onern separately.
Aspet-oriented programming languages present unique opportunities and problems for
program analysis shemes. For example, to perform program sliing on aspet-oriented
software, spei aspet-oriented features suh as join-point, advie, aspet, introdution
must be handled appropriately. Although these features provide great strengths to model
the rossutting onerns in an aspet-oriented program, they introdue diÆulties to analyze
the program.
Researhers have developed many representations for proedural and objet-oriented pro-
grams [18, 31, 37, 46, 48, 49, 57, 69℄, but very few work has been arried out for representa-
tion of aspet-oriented programs [33, 35, 59℄. Due to the spei features of aspet-oriented
programming languages, existing sliing algorithms for proedural or objet-oriented pro-
gramming languages annot be applied diretly to aspet-oriented programs. Zhao [33℄ was
the rst to onsider the aspet-oriented features in his work. He developed the aspet-
oriented system dependene graph (ASDG) to represent aspet-oriented programs and used
the two-pass sliing algorithm of Larsen and Harrold [37℄ to ompute stati slies.
A major goal of any dynami sliing tehnique is eÆieny sine results are normally
used during interative appliations suh as program debugging. Eieny is an espeially
important onern in sliing aspet-oriented programs, sine the size of pratial aspet-
oriented programs is often very large. The response time of an ineÆient dynami slier may
be unaeptably large for suh programs. In all sliing tehniques, the soure ode is rst
analyzed to produe a graph representation alled an intermediate program representation.
Then the intermediate program representation is analyzed by using an algorithm to ompute
the slie. So, the eieny of a sliing tehnique depends on how suitably the program is
represented by an intermediate representation and how muh eient the sliing algorithm
is.
1.2 Categories of Program Sliing
Several ategories of program sliing as well as methods to ompute them are found in
literature. The main reason for the existene of so many ategories of sliing is the fat that
dierent appliations require dierent types of slies.
 Stati Sliing and Dynami Sliing
Stati Sliing tehnique uses stati analysis to derive slies. That is, the soure ode
of the program is analyzed and the slies are omputed for all possible input values.
Therefore onservative assumptions are made whih often lead to relatively larger slies.
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A stati slie ontains all the statements that may aet the sliing riterion for every
possible inputs to the program. Thus, a stati slie may ontain statements that might
not be exeuted during an atual run of a program. Stati program sliing isolates all
possible threads omputing a partiular variable. A stati slie of a program P with
respet to a sliing riterion < s; V > is the set of all the statements of P that might
aet the values of the variables in V at the program point in s.
Dynami Sliing makes use of the information about a partiular exeution of a pro-
gram. A dynami slie with respet to sliing riterion < s; V >, for a partiular
exeution, ontains those statements that atually aet the sliing riterion in the
partiular exeution. Therefore dynami slies are usually smaller than stati slies.
Dynami sliing preserves the program's behavior for a spei program input rather
than that for the set of all inputs. Dynami sliing isolates the unique thread om-
puting the variable for the given inputs. Dynami slie ontains only those statements
that atually aet the sliing riterion. In other words, dynami sliing tehniques
ompute preise slies.
Consider the C++ example program given in Fig 1.1. The stati slie with respet to
the sliing riterion < 11; sum > is the set of statements f4, 5, 6, 8, 9g. Consider a
partiular exeution of the program with the input value i=15. The dynami slie with
respet to the sliing riterion< 11; sum > for the partiular exeution of the program
is 5.
 Bakward Sliing and Forward Sliing
A bakward slie ontains all parts of the program that might diretly or indiretly
aet the sliing riterion. Thus a stati bakward slie provides the answer to the
question: "whih statements aet the sliing riterion?". It is omputed by work-
ing bakwards from the point of interest, nding all statements that an aet the
speied variables at the point of interest and disarding the other statements. In the
omputation of dynami slie, after the exeution trae of the program is rst reorded,
the dynami slie algorithm traes bakwards the exeution trae to derive data and
ontrol dependenies that are then used to ompute the dynami slie.
A forward slie with respet to a sliing riterion < s; V > ontains all parts of the
program that might be aeted by the variables in V used or dened at the program
point s. A forward slie provides the answer to the question: "whih statements will
4
13       }
12         cout<<i;
11         cout<<sum;
10         }
9            ++i;
8            sum=sum+i;
7          {
6          while(i<=10)
5          sum=0;
4          cin>>i;
3          int i,sum;
2        {
1        main()
Figure 1.1: An Example Program
be aeted by the sliing riterion?". Forward sliing works forward from the point
of interest nding those statements that an be aeted by hanges to the speied
variables at the point of interest. For programs with very long exeutions, the for-
ward sliing is used. Here, dynami slie is omputed during program exeution and
exeution trae is not reorded.
 Intra-Proedural Sliing and Inter-Proedural Sliing
Intra-proedural sliing omputes slies within a single proedure. Calls to other pro-
edures are either not handled at all or handled onservatively.
If the program onsists of more than one proedure, inter-proedural sliing an be
used to derive slies that span multiple proedures.
 Other Sliing Categories
It is possible to ombine the features of stati sliing with the features of dynami
sliing. This new form of sliing is alled hybrid sliing [53, 54℄. Hybrid sliing is an
approah for rening stati slies using dynami information.
There are variants of sliing in between the two extremes of stati and dynami, where
some but not all properties of the initial state are known. These are known as ondi-
tioned slies or onstrained slies. Traditional sliing methods are all based on state-
ment deletion. In a reently reported form of sliing alled amorphous sliing [39℄,
slies are not neessarily produed by deleting statements and may not neessarily
even be made from omponents of the original program being slied. The slie is
5
omputed based on the semantis of the program. Reently, another form of sliing
alled modular monadi sliing has been developed where slies are omputed based
on the modular monadi semantis of the program analyzed. This method omputes
slies diretly on abstrat syntax of the program without onstruting intermediate
representations suh as dependene graphs.
1.3 Issues in Program Sliing
In this setion, we disuss some of the major issues in dynami sliing of aspet-oriented
programs.
 Intermediate Representation: In order to slie an aspet-oriented program, rst
the program should be represented by a suitable intermediate representation. This in-
termediate representation should orretly represent the aspet-oriented features suh
as join points, pointuts, advies, inter-type delarations. We have developed a suit-
able intermediate representation in Chapter 5, whih orretly represents these aspet-
oriented features.
 Memory Requirement: The memory requirement for both the intermediate repre-
sentation and the dynami sliing algorithm should be as small as possible. Other-
wise, the stored data will run out of memory due to the large sizes of aspet-oriented
programs. We have shown that our intermediate representation and dynami sliing
algorithm are more spae eÆient i.e., it requires less memory spae.
 Time Requirement: The time requirement for any dynami sliing algorithm should
also be as small as possible as the algorithm will be generally used in interative
appliations suh as debugging. Otherwise, the response time will be too large. We
have shown that our dynami sliing algorithm is more time eÆient i.e., it requires
less amount of time to ompute dynami slies.
 Corretness: The dynami sliing algorithm should ompute orret dynami slies
with respet to any given sliing riterion. A slie is said to be orret if it ontains all
the statements that aet the sliing riterion. We prove that the proposed dynami
sliing algorithm omputes orret dynami slies with respet to any given sliing
riterion.
 Salability: The dynami sliing algorithms should be developed in suh a way that
the algorithms an easily be extended to handle large sale programs as the sizes of
pratial aspet-oriented programs are very large. Our dynami sliing algorithm an
easily be extended to handle large and omplex programs.
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1.4 Motivation
It has been observed that smaller slies are more useful for dierent appliations. So,
the major aim of any sliing tehnique is to realize as small a slie with respet to a sli-
ing riterion as possible. Muh of the literature on program sliing is onerned with the
improvement of the algorithms for sliing in terms of the redued size of the slie and the
improvement of the eÆieny of the sliing algorithm.
Aspet-oriented programming is a new onept. The aspet-oriented programs are quite
large. It is diÆult to debug and test these programs. Program sliing tehniques have been
found to be useful in program understanding, debugging, testing, software maintenane,
reverse engineering et. Dynami program sliing is used in interative appliations suh
as debugging and testing of programs. This requires the development of eÆient dynami
sliing tehniques and suitable intermediate representations for aspet-oriented programs.
The reports on sliing of aspet-oriented programs are very few and also these are less
eÆient. Thus, there is a need to develop suitable intermediate representations and eÆient
algorithms for dynami sliing of aspet-oriented programs.
In the next setion, the major goals of this thesis are identied.
1.5 Objetives
The main objetive of our researh work is to develop eÆient dynami sliing algorithms.
For this purpose, we identify the following goals.
 Computation of dynami slies of aspet-oriented programs as fast as possible. For
this, we plan to develop:
{ suitable intermediate representation for aspet-oriented programs whih an be used
for sliing algorithm.
{ development of dynami sliing algorithm for aspet-oriented programs using the
proposed intermediate representation.
 EÆient omputation of dynami slies to interatively onne bugs in an aspet-
oriented program beause dynami sliing is used for debugging purposes. The teh-
nique is to be spae and time eÆient.
 Implementation of the proposed algorithm to verify its orretness experimentally.
 Evaluation of the performane of the algorithm in terms of spae and time.
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1.6 Organization of the Thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized into hapters as follows.
Chapter 2 provides bakground onepts used in the rest of the thesis. We desribe some
graph-theoreti onepts and various denitions whih will be used later in our algorithms.
We present some intermediate program representation onepts whih are used in sliing
tehniques. Then, we briey disuss the onepts of preision and orretness of a dynami
slie. Finally, we present various appliations of program sliing.
Chapter 3 presents a brief review of the related work relevant to our ontribution. First,
we disuss the work arried out on dynami sliing of objet-oriented programs. Then, we
desribe the work arried out on sliing of aspet-oriented programs.
Chapter 4 disusses the various onepts and features of aspet-oriented programming.
First, we present the basi onepts of aspet-oriented programming. Then, we briey de-
sribe various aspet-oriented languages. Finally, we present the features of AspetJ [1, 2,
3, 20, 21, 33, 35℄, whih is a popular aspet-oriented language.
Chapter 5 presents our dynami sliing algorithms for simple aspet-oriented programs.
We introdue some basi onepts and denitions whih will be used in our algorithms.
First, we develop an intermediate program representation for aspet-oriented programs and
then, present our dynami sliing algorithm. Finally, we disuss the orretness and om-
plexity of our algorithm.
Chapter 6 provides a brief disussion on the implementation of our algorithm. First, we
present a brief introdution to Lex and YACC and then, we desribe about our slier.
Chapter 7 onludes the thesis with a summary of our ontributions. Also, we briey
disuss the possible future extensions to our work.
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Chapter 2
BACKGROUND
Denitions
Program Representation
Preision and Corretness of a Slie
Appliations of Program Sliing
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The area of program sliing has been enrihed over the last two deades by ontribu-
tions from several researhers. The tehnique of program sliing has been extended to han-
dle unstrutured and multi-proedure programs, strutured as well as objet-oriented and
aspet-oriented programs.
This hapter provides a gist of the bakground used in the rest of the thesis. Setion 2.1
ontains some basi denitions. Setion 2.2 desribes some intermediate program represen-
tations onepts whih are ommonly used in sliing tehniques. Setion 2.4 features some
important appliations of program sliing.
2.1 Denitions
Denition 1 (Direted Graph):A direted graph G is a pair (N;E) where N is a nite
non-empty set of elements alled nodes and E  N  N is a set of direted edges between
the nodes.
Let G = (N;E) be graph. If (x; y) is an edge of G, then x is alled a predeessor of y and
y is alled a suessor of x. G ontains two speial nodes, n
initial
, whih has no predeessors,
and n
final
, whih has no suessors. A direted path (or path) from a node x
1
to a node x
k
in a graph G = (N;E) is a sequene of nodes (x
1
; x
2
; : : : ; x
k
) suh that (x
i
; x
i+1
) 2 E for
every i; 1  i  k   1. Furthermore, there is a path from n
initial
to every node in G and
a path from n
final
to every node in G
 1
, the inverse graph of G. A path that has atually
been exeuted for some input is referred to as an exeutable trae.
Denition 2 (Flow Graph): A ow graph is a quadruple, (N;E; Start; Stop) where (N;E)
is a graph, Start2 N is a distinguished node of in-degree 0 alled the start node, Stop2 N
is a distinguished node of out-degree 0 alled the stop node. There is a path from Start to
every other node in the graph, and there is a path from every other node in the graph to
Stop.
Denition 3 (Dominane): If x and y are two nodes in a ontrol ow graph, then x
dominates y i every path from Start to y passes through x. y post-dominates x i every
path from x to Stop passes through y.
Let x and y be nodes in a ow graph G. Node x is said to be immediate post-dominator
of node y i x is a post-dominator of y, x 6= y and eah post-dominator z 6= x of y post-
dominates x. The post-dominator tree of a ow graph G is the tree that onsists of the
nodes of G, has the root Stop, and has an edge (x; y) i x is the immediate post-dominator
of y.
Consider the ow graph of the example program of Figure 2.1, whih is given in Figure 2.2.
In the ow graph, eah of the nodes 4, 5 and 6 dominates 7. Node 8 does not dominate node
10. Node 10 post-dominates eah of the nodes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. Node 9 post-dominate
10
15      }
14         cout<<prod;
13         prod=y;
12         cout<<prod;
11         }
10          ++x;
9            prod=prod*y;
8          {
7          while(x<5)
6          prod=1;
5          cin>>y;
4          cin>>x;
3          int x,y,prod;
2        {
1        main()
Figure 2.1: An Example Program
node 8. Node 9 post-dominates none of the nodes 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11 and 12. Node 6 is the
immediate post-dominator of node 5. Node 10 is the immediate post-dominator of node 7.
2.2 Program Representation
Various types of program representation shemes exist whih inlude high level soure
ode, pseudoode, a set of mahine instrutions in a omputer's memory, a ow hart and oth-
ers. Dierent representations may be required to failitate human readability, annotation for
veriability and transformation for running a program on platform suh as multiproessors
and distributed omputers, et. In the ontext of program sliing, program representations
are used to support eÆient automation of sliing.
A slie for any given sliing riterion an be determined manually for a simple program
with less omplexity. But, with inreasing size and omplexity of the programs, automati
slie omputation is essential. Current automated sliing tehniques require that the infor-
mation available in a soure ode form of the program to be slied be transformed into some
mathematial representation during the sliing proess.
In the following, a few basi onepts assoiated with intermediate program representa-
tions are presented.
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12
764 51
STOP
START
Figure 2.2: The CFG of example program given in Figure 2.1
2.2.1 Control Flow Graph (CFG)
A ontrol ow graph (CFG) is an intermediate representation for programs that is use-
ful for data ow analysis and for many optimizing ode transformations suh as ommon
subexpression elimination, opy propagation and loop invariant ode motion. It is a graph
for a program P in whih eah node is assoiated with a statement from P and the edges
represent the ow of ontrol in P .
Denition 4 (Control Flow Graph): Let the set N represent the set of statements of a
program P . The ontrol ow graph of the program P is the ow graphG = (N
1
; E; Start; Stop)
where N
1
= N [ Start; Stop. An edge (m;n)2 E indiates the possible ow of ontrol from
the node m to the node n.
The existene of an edge (x; y) in the CFG means that the ontrol must transfer from x
to y during program exeution. Figure 2.2 represents the CFG of example program given in
Figure 2.1. The CFG of a program P models the branhing strutures of the program, and it
an be built while parsing the soure ode using algorithms that have linear time omplexity
in the size of the program.
2.2.2 Data Dependene Graph
The CFG of a program represents the ow of ontrol through the program. The ow of
data through a program is often more useful in program analysis. Data ow desribes the
ow of the values of variables from the points of their denitions to the points where their
values are used.
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Denition 5 (Data Dependene): Let G be the CFG of a program P . A node n is said
to be data dependent on a node m if there exists a variable var of the program P suh that
the following hold:
(i) the node m denes var
(ii) the node n uses var
(iii) there exists a direted path from m to n along whih there is no intervening denition
of var.
Consider the example program given in Figure 2.1 and its CFG in Figure 2.2. The node
8 has data dependene on eah of the nodes 5, 6 and 8. The node 11 has data dependene
on the node 5. Node 11 has data dependene on none of the nodes 6 and 8.
Denition 6 (Data Dependene Graph): The data dependene graph of a program P
is the graph G = (N;E), where eah node n 2 N represents a statement of the program P
and (x; y) 2 E i x is data dependent on y.
2.2.3 Control Dependene Graph
The ontrol dependene graph is used as an intermediate representation to represent the
relations between program variables arising due to ontrol ow.
Denition 7 (Control Dependene): Let G be the ontrol ow graph of a program P .
Let x and y be nodes in G. Node y is ontrol dependent on node x if the following hold:
(i) x is a test node
(ii) there exists a direted path Q from x to y suh that none of the internal nodes (nodes
exluding x and y) is a jump node
(iii) y post-dominates every z 6= x in Q
(iv) y does not post-dominate x.
Let x and y be two nodes in the CFG G of a program P . If y is ontrol dependent on x,
then x must have multiple suessors in G. Conversely, if x has multiple suessors, then at
least one of its suessors must be ontrol dependent on it.
Consider the example program given in Figure 2.1 and its CFG in Figure 2.2. Eah of
the nodes 8 and 9 is ontrol dependent on the node 7. The node 7 has two suessor nodes
8 and 10 and the node 8 has ontrol dependene on node 7.
Denition 8 (Control Dependene Graph): The Control dependene graph of a program
P is the graph G = (N;E), where eah node n 2 N represents a statement of the program
P and (x; y) 2 E i x is ontrol dependent on y.
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2.2.4 Program Dependene Graph (PDG)
Program dependene graphs ombine ontrol dependenes and data dependenes into a
ommon framework. The nodes of a program dependene graph represent statements and
prediate expressions of the program. Eah node of the graph has referenes to the nodes
that it is ontrol dependent on and to the nodes that dene its operands. The set of all
dependenes indue a partial ordering on the statements and prediates in the program that
must be followed in order to preserve the semantis of the original program. Sine both
the essential ontrol relationships and the essential data relationships are present in the
program dependene graph, a single traversal of these dependenes is suÆient to perform
many optimizations.
Denition 9 (Program Dependene Graph): The program dependene graph G of a
program P is a graph G = (N;E), where eah node n 2 N represents a statement of the
program P . The graph ontains two kinds of direted edges: ontrol dependene edges and
data dependene edges. A ontrol (or data) dependene edge (n;m) indiates that n is ontrol
(or data) dependent on m.
The PDG of a program P is the union of a pair of graphs: the data dependene graph of
P and the ontrol dependene graph of P . The verties of PDG for program P , denoted by
G
P
, represent the assignment statements and ontrol prediates that our in program P .
In addition, G
P
inludes three other ategories of verties:
(i) There is a distinguished vertex alled the entry vertex.
(ii) For eah variable x for whih there is a path in the standard ontrol-ow graph for P
on whih x is used before being dened, there is a vertex alled the initial denition
of x. This vertex represents an assignment to x from the initial state. The vertex is
labeled "x:= InitialState(x)".
(iii) For eah variable x named in P 's end statement, there is a vertex alled the nal use
of x. It represents an aess to the nal value of x omputed by P , and is labeled
"FinalUse(x)".
The edges of G
P
represent dependenes among program omponents. An edge represents
either a ontrol dependene or a data dependene. Control dependene edges are labeled
either true or false, and the soure of a ontrol dependene edge is always the entry vertex
or a prediate vertex. A ontrol dependene edge from vertex v
1
to vertex v
2
, denoted
by v
1
 !

v
2
, means that, during exeution, whenever the prediate represented by v
1
is
evaluated and its value mathes the label on the edge to v
2
, then, the program omponent
represented by v
2
will eventually be exeuted if the program terminates. The program
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dependene graph G
P
ontains a ontrol dependene edge from vertex v
1
to vertex v
2
of G
P
i one of the following holds:
(1) v
1
is the entry vertex and v
2
represents a omponent of P that is not nested within any
loop or onditional; these edges are labeled true.
(2) v
1
represents a ontrol prediate and v
2
represents a omponent of P immediately
nested within the loop or onditional whose prediate is represented by v
l
. If v
1
is the
prediate of a while-loop, the edge v
1
 !

v
2
is labeled true; if v
1
is the prediate of a
onditional statement, the edge v
1
 !

v
2
is labeled true or false aording to whether
v
2
ours in the then branh or the else branh, respetively.
A data dependene edge from vertex v
1
to vertex v
2
means that the programs omputation
might be hanged if the relative order of the omponents represented by v
1
and v
2
were
reversed. The program dependene graphs ontain two kinds of data dependene edges,
representing ow dependenes and def-order dependenes. The data dependene edges of a
program dependene graph are omputed using data-ow analysis.
A program dependene graph ontains a ow dependene edge from vertex v
1
to vertex
v
2
i all of the following hold:
(1) v
1
is a vertex that denes variable x.
(2) v
2
is a vertex that uses x.
(3) Control an reah v
2
after v
1
via an exeution path along whih there is no intervening
denition of x. That is, there is a path in the standard ontrol ow graph for the
program by whih the denition of x at v
1
reahes the use of x at v
2
. (Initial denitions
of variables are onsidered to our at the beginning of the ontrol-ow graph; nal
uses of variables are onsidered to our at the end of the ontrol-ow graph.)
A ow dependene that exists from vertex v
1
to vertex v
2
is denoted by v
1
 !
f
v
2
.
Flow dependenes an be further lassied as loop arried or loop independent. A ow
dependene v
1
 !
f
v
2
is arried by loop L, denoted by v
1
 !
l(L)
v
2
, if in addition to (1),
(2), and (3) above, the following also hold:
(4) There is an exeution path that both satises the onditions of (3) above and inludes
a bakedge to the prediate of loop L.
(5) Both v
1
and v
2
are enlosed in loop L.
A ow dependene v
1
 !
f
v
2
is loop-independent, denoted by v
1
 !
li
v
2
, if in addition
to (l), (2), and (3) above, there is an exeution path that satises (3) above and inludes no
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T
T
TT
TT
|
__
||
i := i + 1;
sum := sum + i;
i := i + 1sum := sum + i
(sum)FinalUse(i)FinalUsei < 11whilei := 1sum := 0
ENTRY
Edge Key
def−order dependence
loop−carried flow dependence
loop−independent flow dependence
control dependence
|
(sum,i)end
od
dowhile
program
i < 11
i := 1;
sum := 0;
Main
Figure 2.3: An example program and its program dependene graph
bakedge to the prediate of a loop that enloses both v
1
and v
2
. It is possible to have both
v
1
 !
l(L)
v
2
and v
1
 !
li
v
2
.
A program dependene graph ontains a def-order dependene edge from vertex v
1
to
vertex v
2
i all of the following hold:
(1) v
1
and v
2
both dene the same variable.
(2) v
1
and v
2
are in the same branh of any onditional statement that enloses both of
them.
(3) There exists a program omponent v
3
suh that v
1
 !
f
v
3
and v
2
 !
f
v
3
.
(4) v
1
ours to the left of v
2
in the programs abstrat syntax tree.
A def-order dependene from v
1
to v
2
with "witness" v
3
is denoted by v
1
 !
do(v
3
)
v
2
.
Note that a program dependene graph is a multigraph (i.e., it may have more than
one edge of a given kind between two verties). When there is more than one loop-arried
ow dependene edge between two verties, eah is labeled by a dierent loop that arries
the dependene. When there is more than one def-order edge between two verties, eah is
labeled by a vertex that is ow-dependent on both the denition that ours at the edges
soure and the denition that ours at the edges target. Figure 2.3 shows an example
program and its program dependene graph.
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Edge Key
def−order dependence
loop−carried flow dependence
loop−independent flow dependence
control dependence
i := i + 1
(i)FinalUsei < 11
ENTRY
while
i := 1
T
TTT
|
__
|
(i)end
od
i := i + 1;
doi < 11while
i := 1;
Mainprogram
Figure 2.4: The graph and the orresponding program that result from sliing the program
dependene graph from Figure 2.3 with respet to the nal-use vertex for i.
The boldfae arrows represent ontrol dependene edges; solid arrows represent loop-
independent ow dependene edges; solid arrows with a hash mark represent loop-arried
ow dependene edges; dashed arrows represent def-order dependene edges.
For vertex s of program dependene graph G, the slie of G with respet to s is a graph
ontaining all verties on whih s has a transitive ow or ontrol dependene (i.e., all verties
that an reah s via ow and/or ontrol edges). Figure 2.4 shows the graph that results from
taking a slie of the program dependene graph from Figure 2.3 with respet to the nal-use
vertex for i, together with the one program to whih it orresponds. The signiane of an
intraproedural slie is that it aptures a portion of a programs behavior in the sense that,
for any initial state on whih the program halts, the program and the slie ompute the same
sequene of values for eah element of the slie. A program point may be
(1) an assignment statement,
(2) a ontrol prediate, or
(3) a nal use of a variable in an end statement.
Beause a statement or ontrol prediate may be reahed repeatedly in a program by "om-
puting the same sequene of values for eah element of the slie", we mean:
(1) for any assignment statement the same sequene of values are assigned to the target
variable;
(2) for the prediate the same sequene of Boolean values are produed; and
(3) for eah nal use the same value for the variable is produed.
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2.2.5 System Dependene Graph (SDG)
The PDG is well suited for intraproedural sliing. To solve the interproedural sliing,
system dependene graph (SDG) is used. A system dependene graph ontains one proedure
dependene graph for eah proedure. A proedure dependene graph represents a proedure
as a graph in whih verties are statements or prediate expressions. A system dependene
graph extends program dependene graph to inorporate olletions of proedures rather than
just monolithi programs i.e. it represents multi-proedure programs.
The SDG models a language with the following properties:
(1) A omplete system onsists of a single (main) program and a olletion of auxiliary
proedures.
(2) Proedures end with return statements instead of end statements. A return statement
does not inlude a list of variables.
(3) Parameters are passed by value-result.
A system dependene graph inludes a program dependene graph, whih represents the
systems main program, proedure dependene graphs, whih represent the systems auxiliary
proedures, and some additional edges. These additional edges are of two sorts:
(1) edges that represent diret dependenes between a all site and the alled proedure,
and
(2) edges that represent transitive dependenes due to alls.
An SDG is made up of a olletion of proedure dependene graphs onneted by in-
terproedural ontrol dependene edges and ow-dependene edges. Flow-dependene or
data-dependene edges represent ow of data between statements or expressions; ontrol
dependene edges represent ontrol onditions on whih the exeution of a statement or
expression depends. Eah proedure dependene graph ontains an entry vertex that rep-
resents entry into the proedure. Extending the deniton of dependene graphs to handle
proedure alls requires representing the passing of values between proedures. This model
of parameter passing is represented in proedure dependene graphs through the use of ve
new kinds of verties. A all site is represented using a all-site vertex; information transfer
is represented using four kinds of parameter verties. On the alling side, information trans-
fer is represented by a set of verties alled atual-in and atual-out verties. These verties,
whih are ontrol dependent on the all-site vertex, represent assignment statements that
opy the values of the atual parameters to the all temporaries and from the return tempo-
raries, respetively. Similarly, information transfer in the alled proedure is represented by
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a set of verties alled formal-in and formal-out verties. These verties, whih are ontrol
dependent on the proedures entry vertex, represent assignment statements that opy the
values of the formal parameters from the all temporaries and to the return temporaries,
respetively.
Using this model, data dependenes between proedures are limited to dependenes from
atual-in verties to formal-in verties and from formal-out verties to atual-out verties.
Transitive dependene edges, alled summary edges, are added from atual-in verties to
atual-out verties to represent transitive ow dependenes due to alled proedures. A
summary edge is added if a path of ontrol ow and summary edge exists in the alled
proedure from the orresponding formal-in vertex to the orresponding formal-out vertex.
The addition of a summary edge in proedure Q may omplete a path from a formal-in
vertex to a formal-out vertex in Q's PDG, whih in turn may enable the addition of further
summary edges in proedures that all Q. Conneting proedure dependene graphs to form
a system dependene graph involves the addition of three new kinds of edges:
(1) a all edge is added from eah all-site vertex to the orresponding proedure-entry
vertex;
(2) a parameter-in edge is added from eah atual-in vertex at a all site to the orresponding
formal-in vertex in the alled proedure;
(3) a parameter-out edge is added from eah formal-out vertex in the alled proedure to
the orresponding atual-out vertex at the all site.
Figure 2.5 shows an example system and the orresponding SDG.
An interproedural slie with respet to vertex s is omputed in two phases. Both Phases
1 and 2 operate on the system dependene graph traversing edges to nd the set of verties
that an reah a given set of verties along ertain kinds of edges. The traversal in Phase
1 follows ow edges, ontrol edges, all edges and parameter-in edges, but does not follow
def-order edges or parameter-out edges. The traversal in Phase 2 follows ow-edges, ontrol
edges and parameter-out edges, but does not follow def-order edges, all edges or parameter-
in edges. Summary edges permit moving aross a all site without having to desend into
the alled proedure. The two phases an be haraterized as follows:
Phase 1 . Phase 1 identies verties that an reah s, and are either in P itself or in a
proedure that alls P (either diretly or transitively). Beause parameter-out edges are not
followed, the traversal in Phase 1 does not "desend" into proedures alled by P . The ef-
fets of suh proedures are not ignored, however; the presene of transitive ow dependene
edges from atual-in to atual-out verties (subordinate-harateristi-graph edges) permits
the disovery of verties that an reah s only through a proedure all, although the graph
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Mainprogram
     sum := 0;
     i := 1;
     while
          call A(sum, i)
doi < 11 
     od
end (sum, i)
procedure A(x, y)
      call Add(x, y);
      call Increment(y)
return
procedure Add(a, b)
     a := a + b
return return
procedure Increment(z)
      call Add(z, 1)
ENTER 
ENTER 
ENTER 
ENTER 
|
|
||
control
interprocedural flow
(loop−independent)
interprocedural flow
(loop−carried)
interprocedural flow
call,
parameter−in,
parameter−out
Edge Key
Main
whilesum := 0 i := 1 i < 11 FinalUse (sum) FinalUse (i)
call A
x_in := sum y_in := i sum := x_out i := y_out
A
x := x_in y := y_in call Add
a_in := x b_in := y x := a_out y := b_out
call Inc x_out := x y_out := y
z_in := y y := z_out
Inc
z := z_in call Add z_out := z
a_in := z b_in := 1 z := a_out
Add
a := a_in b := b_in a := a + b a_out := a b_out := b
Figure 2.5: Example system and orresponding system dependene graph. Control depen-
denes, shown unlabeled, are represented using medium-bold arrows; intraproedural ow
dependenes are represented using ars; transitive interproedural ow dependenes (orre-
sponding to subordinate harateristi graph edges) are represented using heavy, bold ars;
all edges, parameter-in edges, and parameter-out edges (whih onnet program and pro-
edure dependene graphs together) are represented using dashed arrows.
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traversal does not atually desend into the alled proedure.
Phase 2 . Phase 2 identies verties that an reah s from proedures (transitively) alled
by P or from proedures alled by proedures that (transitively) all P . Beause all edges
and parameter-in edges are not followed, the traversal in Phase 2 does not "asend" into
alling proedures; the transitive ow dependene edges from atual-in to atual-out verties
make suh "asents" unneessary.
The result of an interproedural slie onsists of the sets of verties enountered during
by phase 1 and phase 2 and the set of edges indued by this vertex set.
Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 illustrate the two phases of the interproedural sliing algorithm.
Figure 2.6 shows the verties of the example system dependene graph that are marked during
Phase 1 of the interproedural sliing algorithm when the system is slied with respet to the
formal-out vertex for parameter z in proedure Inrement. Edges "traversed" during Phase
1 are also inluded in Figure 2.6. Figure 2.7 adds (in boldfae) the verties that are marked
and the edges that are traversed during Phase 2 of the slie.
The result of an interproedural slie onsists of the sets of verties identied by Phase 1
and Phase 2 and the set of edges indued by this vertex set. Figure 2.8 shows the ompleted
example slie (exluding def-order edges.)
2.3 Preision and Corretness of a Slie
If P be a program and S be a stati slie of P with respet to a sliing riterion C, then
the redued program S is itself an exeutable program and its behavior with respet to the
sliing riterion C must be idential to the original program's behavior [43℄. A slie S of P
with respet to a sliing riterion C is statement-minimal if no other slie of P with respet
to the sliing riterion has fewer statements than S.
A stati slie an also be dened as follows: a slie S of a program P with respet to a
sliing riterion C is a subset of the program statements whih diretly or indiretly aet
the sliing riterion. It is to be noted that suh a slie need not be exeutable.
It is reasonable to dene the preision of a dynami slie. A dynami slie is said to be
preise if it inludes only those statements that atually aet the sliing riterion for the
given exeution. However, it is very diÆult to determine the preiseness of a given slie
sine the determination of a preise slie is an undeidable problem.
Consider the example program given in Figure 2.9. In this example, the statement 6 uses
the variable x and it has dependene on the statements 2 and 4 sine x is dened at the
statements 2 and 4.
It is to be noted that a preise dynami slie need not be a statement-minimal slie.
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parameter−in
interprocedural loop−carried flow
interprocedural loop−independent flow,
z := a_outb_in := 1a_in := z
z_out := zAddcallz := z_in
Inc
z_in := y
Inccall
y := b_outb_in := y
Addcall y := y_in
A
i := y_outy_in := i
Acall
i < 11i := 1 while
Main
Edge Key
call,
interprocedural flow
control
|
|
|
ENTER 
ENTER 
ENTER 
Figure 2.6: The example programs system dependene graph is slied with respet to the
formal-out vertex for parameter z in proedure Inrement. The verties marked by Phase 1
of the sliing algorithm as well as the edges traversed during this phase are shown above.
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call, parameter−in, parameter−out
interprocedural loop−carried flow
control,
interprocedural loop−independent flow,
b_out := ba_out := aa := a + bb := b_ina := a_in
Add
z := a_outb_in := 1a_in := z
z_out := zAddcallz := z_in
Inc
y := z_outz_in := y
y_out := yInccall
y := b_outb_in := y
Addcall y := y_in
A
i := y_outy_in := i
Acall
i < 11i := 1 while
Main
Edge Key
interprocedural flow
|
|
|
ENTER 
ENTER 
ENTER 
ENTER 
Figure 2.7: The example programs system dependene graph is slied with respet to the
formal-out vertex for parameter z in proedure Inrement. The verties marked by Phase 2
of the sliing algorithm as well as the edges traversed during this phase are shown above in
boldfae.
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call, parameter−in, parameter−out
interprocedural loop−carried flow
interprocedural loop−independent flow,
ENTER 
ENTER 
ENTER 
ENTER 
|
|
|
control
interprocedural flow
Edge Key
Main
whilei := 1 i < 11
call A
y_in := i i := y_out
A
y := y_in call Add
b_in := y y := b_out
call Inc y_out := y
z_in := y y := z_out
Inc
z := z_in call Add z_out := z
a_in := z b_in := 1 z := a_out
Add
a := a_in b := b_in a := a + b a_out := a b_out := b
Figure 2.8: The omplete slie (exluding def-order edges) of the example programs system
dependene graph slied with respet to the formal-out vertex for parameter z in proedure
Inrement.
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6    write ( x );
5       i = i + 1;
4       x = x + 5;
      {
3    while ( i < = 10 )
2    x = 5;
1    i = 1;
      }
Figure 2.9: An example program
For illustration, onsider the example program given in Figure 2.9. The nal value of x
at statement 6 is dependent only on statement 4. So, the statement-minimal slie with
respet to the sliing riterion < 6; x > is f4g. In the existing program sliing frameworks,
the preise slie for the sliing riterion is f2, 4g as these two statements are the reahing
denitions of the variable x at statement 6.
A orret slie ontains all the statements that aet the sliing riterion. On the other
hand, an inorret slie fails to ontain some statements that aet the sliing riterion. It
an be noted that the whole program is always a orret slie of any sliing riterion. A
orret slie is said to be impreise if it ontains at least one statement that does not aet
the sliing riterion.
2.4 Appliations of Program Sliing
This setion desribes the use of program sliing tehniques in various appliations. The
program sliing tehnique was originally developed to realize automated stati ode de-
omposition tools. The primary objetive of those tools was to aid program debugging.
From this modest beginning, the use of program sliing tehniques has now ramied into
a powerful set of tools for use in suh diverse appliations as program understanding, pro-
gram veriation, automated omputation of several software engineering metris, software
maintenane and testing, funtional ohesion, dead ode elimination, reverse engineering,
parallelization of sequential programs, software portability, reusable omponent generation,
ompiler optimization, program integration, showing dierenes between programs, software
quality assurane, software fault-injetion et. In the following, some of these appliations
of program sliing are disussed briey.
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2.4.1 Dierening
Program dierening is the task of analyzing an old and a new version of a program in
order to determine the set of program omponents of the new version that represent syntati
and semanti hanges. Suh information is useful beause only the program omponents
reeting hanged behavior need to be tested. The key issue in program dierening onsists
of partitioning the omponents of the old and new version in a way that two omponents are
in the same partition only if they have equivalent behaviors. Algorithms for nding textual
dierenes between programs (or arbitrary les) are often insuÆient. Program sliing an be
used to identify semanti dierenes between two programs. There are two related programs
dierening problems:
1. Find all the omponents of two programs that have dierent behavior.
2. Produe a program that aptures the semanti dierenes between two programs.
For programs old and new, a straightforward solution to Problem 1 is obtained by om-
paring the bakward slies of the verties in old and new 's dependene graphs G
old
and G
new
.
Components whose verties in G
new
and G
old
have isomorphi slies have the same behavior
in old and new ; thus, the set of verties from G
new
for whih there is no vertex in G
old
with
an isomorphi slie safely approximates the set of omponents new with hanged behavior.
This set is a safe as it is guaranteed to ontain all the omponents with dierent behavior.
It is (neessarily) an approximation beause the exat dierening problem is unsolvable.
The verties in G
new
with dierent behavior than in G
old
the set of aeted points. The
omplexity of the straight forward solution for nding aeted points is ubi in the size
of G
new
(slie isomorphism an be determined in linear time). This set an be eiently
omputed in linear time using a single forward slie starting from the set of diretly aeted
points: those verties of G
new
with dierent inoming dependene edges than in G
old
.
A solution to the seond dierening problem is obtained by taking the bakward slie
with respet to the set of aeted points. For programs with proedure and proedure alls,
two modiations are neessary: First, the inter-proedural sliing tehniques are required
to be used to ensure that the resulting program is exeutable. Seond, this solution is overly
pessimisti: onsider a omponent  in proedure P that is alled from two all-sites 
1
and

2
. If  is identied as an aeted point by a forward slie that enters P through 
1
then,
assuming there is not other onnetion, we will inlude 
1
but not 
2
in the program that
aptures the dierenes. However, the bakward slie with respet to  would inlude both

1
and 
2
.
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2.4.2 Debugging
Finding bugs in a program is always a diÆult task. The proess of nding a bug usually
involves running the program over and over, learning more and narrowing down the searh
eah time until the bug is nally loated. Program sliing was disovered as an operation
performed by programmers while debugging a piee of ode. Programmers mentally slie
a ode while debugging it. Program debugging remains a main appliation area of sliing
tehniques even after several advanements to the sliing tehniques. A tool that omputes
program slies is a valuable aid in debugging. It allows the programmer to fous attention
on those statements that ontribute to a fault. Also, highlighting a slie assists in unovering
faults aused by a statement that should be in a slie but is not.
Several kinds of slies are useful in debugging. Dynami sliing is one variation of program
sliing. It assists the programmmer in debugging. During debugging, a programmer normally
has a test ase whih auses the program to fail. A dynami slie is better suited to loate a
bug exhibited on a partiular exeution of the program sine it ontains less of the program
than a stati slie.
Sliing is also useful in algorithmi debugging. In this proess, starting from an external
point of failure, the debugging algorithm loalizes the bug to within a proedure by asking
the programmer a series of questions. These questions relate to the expeted behavior of a
proedure. Program sliing allows one to ignore many statements in the proess of loalizing
the bug.
Other variants of program sliing inlude program diing and program hopping. Program
diing automatially identies a set of statements whih are likely to ontain the bug by using
the information that some variables fail some tests while other variables pass all tests. a
program diing is obtained using set operations on one or more bakward program slies.
Slies an be ombined with eah other in dierent ways: for eaxmple, the intersetion of
two slies ontains all statements that lead to an error in both test ases; the intersetion of
slie A with the omplement of slie B exludes from slie A all statements that do not lead
to an error in the seond test ase.
The original work on diing onsidered only bakward slies. Inorporating forward slies
inreases the usefulness of diing. For example, program hopping identies statements
statements that lie between two points a and b in the program whih will be aeted by
a hange made at a. A program hop is useful in debugging when a hange at a auses
an inorret result to be produed at b. Debugging should be foussed on the statements
between a and b that transmit the hange of a to b.
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2.4.3 Testing
Software maintainers are often faed with regression testing. Regression testing is the task
of retesting software after a modiation. This proess may involve running the modied
program on a large number of test ases, even after the smallest of hanges. Although
the eort required to make a small hange may be minimal, the eort required to retest a
program after suh a hange may be substantial. While deomposition sliing eliminates the
need for regression testing on the omplement, there still may be a substantial number of
tests to be run on the dependent, independent and hanged parts. Sliing an be used to
redue the number of these tests.
2.4.4 Software Maintenane
Software maintenane is a ostly proess beause it is a very muh tedious task to under-
stand existing software and make hanges without having a negative impat on the unhanged
part. One of the problems in software maintenane is that of the ripple eet, i.e., whether a
hange in a ode of the program will aet the behavior of other odes of the program. This
problem an be avoided by knowing whih variables in whih statements will be aeted by
a modied variable and whih variables in whih statements will aet a modied variable
during software maintenane.
A new kind of slie, alled a deomposition slie, is useful in making a hange to a piee
of software without introduing any bugs. A deomposition slie aptures all omputations
of a variable and is independent of program loation. It is useful to a maintainer.
2.4.5 Program Integration
Programmers often fae the problem of integrating several related, but slightly dierent,
variants of a system. Program integration is onerned with the proess of merging multiple
variants of a program's soure ode. Let Base be a program and A and B be its two variants,
eah reated by modifying separate opies of Base. Then, the goal of program integration is
to determine the interferane of the modiations and to reate an integrated program that
inorporates both sets of hanges as well as the portions of Base preserved in both variants
in ase there is no interferane.
The rst step in program integration is to look for textual dierenes. More sophistiated
tehniques an be found in literature [17, 58℄. Semanti-based program integration is a
tehnique that reates an integrated program inorporating the hanged omputations of the
variants and the omputations of the base program that are preserved in all variants. Horwitz
et al. [58℄ developed an algorithm for semanti-based program integration that reates an
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integrated program by merging ertain program slies of the variants. Their algorithm takes
as input three programs, Base and its two variants A and B. The integrated program is
produed by
1. onstruting program dependene graphs for Base, A and B
2. determining the dierenes in behavior of a variant
3. merging the program dependene graphs by ombining the program slies of Base, A
and B.
4. testing the two versions for interferane
5. reonstruting a program from the merged program dependene graph
2.4.6 Software Quality Assurane
Software quality assurane auditors are faed with the task of loating safety ritial ode
that may be interleaved throughout the entire system and asertaining its eets throughout
the system. Program sliing an be used to loate all ode that ontributes to the value of
variables that might be part of a safety ritial omponent.
Sliing-based tehniques an be used to validate funtional diversity i.e. there are no
interations of one safety ritial omponent with another safety ritial omponent and there
are no interations of non-safety ritial omponent with the safety ritial omponents. If
two output values are ritial, then these output values should be omputed independently.
They should not depend on the same internal funtions, sine the same error might manifest
in both output values in the same way and the error might be hidden. The use of funtional
diversity beomes useful to defend against suh errors. Funtional diversity allows the same
funtion to be exeuted along two or more independent paths. The ritial output values
depend on dierent internal funtions. Program sliing an be used to determine the logial
independene of the slies omputed for the two output values.
2.4.7 Funtional Cohesion
Cohesion is an attribute of a software unit that purports to measure the "relatedness"
of the unit. Cohesion has been qualitatively haraterized as oinidental, logial, proe-
dural, ommuniational, sequential and funtional, with oinidental being the weakest and
funtional being the strongest.
Biemann and Ott [38℄ dene data slies to onstrut a sliing-based measure of funtional
ohesion. Data slie is a bakward and forward stati slie that uses data tokens instead
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of statements as the unit of deomposition. Data tokens may be variables and onstant
denitions and referenes. The tokens that are ommon to more than one data slie are
the onnetions between the slies. They are referred to as glue. The glue binds the slies
together. The tokens that are in every data slie of a funtion are known as super-glue. Strong
Funtional Cohesion is measured as the ratio of super-glue tokens to the total number of
tokens in the slie. Weak Funtional Cohesion is expressed as the ratio of glue tokens in the
slie to the total number of tokens in the slie.
Another method for measuring ohesion is to measure the adhesiveness of the individual
tokens. The adhesion of an individual token is the ratio of number of slies in whih the
token appears to total the number of data slies in a proedure. For example, a token that
glues ve data slies together is more adhesive than a token that glues only two data slies
together.
2.4.8 Reverse Engineering
Reverse engineering onerns the problem of omprehending the urrent design of a pro-
gram and the way this design diers from the original design. This involves abstrating out
of the soure ode the design deisions and rationale from the initial development (design
reognition) and understanding the algorithms hosen (algorithm reognition).
Program sliing provides a toolset for this type of re-abstration. For example, a program
an be displayed as a lattie of slies ordered by the is-a-slie-of relation. Comparing the
original lattie and the lattie after (years of) maintenane an guide an engineer towards
plaes where reverse engineering energy should be spent. Beause slies are not neessarily
ontiguous bloks of ode they are well suited for identifying dierenes in algorithms that
may span multiple bloks or proedures.
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Chapter 3
OVERVIEW OF RELATED WORK
Basi Program Sliing Tehniques
Sliing of Objet-Oriented Programs
Sliing of Aspet-Oriented Programs
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This hapter presents an overview of the basi program sliing tehniques and a brief
history of their developments. Then, the work done by various researhers on sliing of
aspet-oriented programs are disussed.
3.1 Basi Program Sliing Tehniques
Ferrante et al. [27℄ introdued an intermediate program representation, alled the pro-
gram dependene graph (PDG), that makes expliit both the data and ontrol dependenes
for eah operation in a program. They developed an algorithm to determine the data depen-
denes and ontrol dependenes. Ottenstein and Ottenstein [30℄ rst onsidered program
sliing as a graph reahability problem in a dependene graph. They used program depen-
dene graph (PDG) to nd stati slie of a program with single proedure. Harman and
Danii [40℄ introdued the eet minimal slie, whih separates the semanti onept of a
slie. Aording to them, an eet minimal slie maintains the eet of the original program
upon a hosen set of variables, but it drops the onstraint that a slie must be a subset of the
original program. Horwitz et al. [57℄ developed a system dependene graph (SDG) as an in-
termediate program representation for proedural programs with multiple proedures. They
proposed a two-phase graph reahability algorithm on the SDG to ompute inter-proedural
slie. In the rst phase, all the edges in the SDG exept parameter-out edges are followed
bakward and the orresponding verties are marked. In the seond phase, all the edges
exept all edges and parameter-in edges are followed bakward from the verties marked
during the rst phase. The slie onsists of the union of verties marked in both the phases.
Korel and Yalamanhili [10℄ developed a forward algorithm to ompute forward dynami
program slies. The major advantage of the forward approah is that spae omplexity is
bounded as opposed to the bakward methods of slie omputation. Korel and Rilling [9℄
introdued the onept of all graph sliing. Call graph sliing is the sliing of a program at
the all-graph level. On the all-graph level, a program is represented by a set of modules
(proedures) and a set of all relationships between modules, where eah module is graphi-
ally represented by a retangle and eah all relationship by a line onneting two modules.
They developed a sliing tool to support program sliing on the soure ode level and on the
all-graph level.
Kamkar [41℄ proposed various notions of exeution slie and a method for inter-proedural
dynami sliing. Zhang et al. [67℄ disussed the design and evaluation of three preise dy-
nami sliing algorithms alled the full preproessing (FP), no preproessing (NP) and limited
preproessing (LP) algorithms. Their algorithms dier in the relative timing of onstrut-
ing the dynami data dependene graph and its traversal for omputing requested dynami
slies. Experimentally, they showed the LP algorithm to be a fast and pratial preise
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algorithm. The onept of all-mark sliing was introdued by Nishimatsu et al. [5℄. The
all-mark sliing ombines stati analysis of a program's struture with lightweight dynami
analysis. The data dependenes and ontrol dependenes among the program statements
are statially analyzed beforehand and the proedure or funtion alls are marked during
exeution. Using this information, the dynami dependenes of the variables are explored.
3.2 Sliing of Objet-Oriented Programs
Larsen and Harrold [37℄ extended the SDG of Horwitz et al. [57℄ to represent objet-
oriented programs inorporating many objet-oriented features suh as lasses, objets, in-
heritane, polymorphism et. After onstruting the SDG, they have used a two-phase
algorithm to ompute stati slie of an objet-oriented program. The limitation of this ap-
proah is unneessary omputation for alulating data dependenes. Also, the ase where
an objet is used as a parameter or as a data member of other objets is not onsidered.
Moreover, the data members for dierent objets instantiated from the same lass are not
distinguished and the resulting slie is impreise. Liang and Harrold [18℄ developed a more
eÆient intermediate representation of objet-oriented programs whih is an extension to
the SDG of Larsen and Harrold [37℄. Their SDG represents objets that are used as para-
meters or data members in other objets, the eets of polymorphism on parameters and
parameter bindings. The data members for dierent objets an be distinguished using this
approah. Later many researhers have extended the work on stati sliing of objet-oriented
programs [18, 69℄.
Also dynami sliing of OOPs have been addressed by several researhers [31, 46, 48,
49℄. Korel and Laski [8℄ introdued the onept of dynami program sliing. Agarwal and
Horgan [25℄ rst proposed the algorithms for nding dynami slies using dependene graphs.
Zhao [31℄ extended the dynami dependene graph (DDG) of Agarwal and Horgan [25℄
for the representation of various dynami dependenies between statement instanes for a
partiular exeution of an objet-oriented program. He named this graph as dynami objet-
oriented dependene graph (DODG). The DODG is an ar-lassied digraph (V;A), where V
is the multi-set of ow-graph verties and A is the set of ars representing dynami ontrol
dependenies and data dependenies between verties. His onstrution of DODG is based
on dynami analysis of ontrol ow [24℄. The DODG is onstruted by reating a new vertex
for eah ourrene of a statement in the exeution history and reating all the dependene
edges assoiated with the ourrene at run-time. The DODG of the example program in
Figure 3.1 is shown in Figure 3.2.
Zhao has adopted the following onepts for dynami sliing of objet-oriented programs:
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}}
return k;
}
i++;
k=true;
else
}
break;
k=false;
if(n%i==0){
i=2;
while(i<n){
boolean k;
int i;
public static boolean prime(int n){
}
System.out.println("Not Prime");
else
System.out.println("Prime");
if(r)
r=prime(n);
n=Integer.parseInt(args[0]);
public static void main(String[] args){
private static boolean r;
private static int n;
public class TestPrime{
15:
14:
13:
12:
11:
10:
9:
8:
7:
6:
5:
4:
3:
2:
1:
Figure 3.1: An example Java program
Data Dependence Edge
Control Dependence Edge
159
1413109
1413109
14131098
7
5
4
3
2
1
Figure 3.2: The DODG of the program given in Figure 3.1 on input argv[0℄=5
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 A dynami sliing riterion for an objet-oriented program P is of the form (s; v; t; i),
where s is a statement in the program, v is a variable used at s and t is an exeution
trae of the program with input i. The exeution trae or length of exeution of a
program under a given test ase is the sequene < S
1
; S
2
; : : : ; S
n
> of statements
in the program. They are appended in the order in whih they are visited during
exeution.
 A dynami slie of an objet-oriented program P on a given dynami sliing riterion
(s; v; t; i) onsists of all statements in the program that atually aeted the value of
a variable v at statement s for the given input i.
Zhao has used a two-phase algorithm on the DODG for the omputation of dynami
slies of objet-oriented programs. The two-phases of the algorithm are:
1. Computing a dynami slie over the DODG of the objet-oriented program. This is
done by performing either breadth-rst or depth-rst traversal on the DODG of the
program by taking the vertex orresponding to the statement of interest as the starting
point.
2. Mapping the slie over the DODG to the soure ode to obtain a dynami slie of the
program. This is done by simply dening a mapping funtion.
The drawbak of this approah is that the number of nodes may be unbounded for
programs having many loops sine the number of nodes is equal to the number of exeuted
statements. Also, the spae omplexity is O(S) and time omplexity is O(S
2
), where S is
the length of exeution of the program.
Song et al. [64℄ proposed a method to ompute forward dynami slies of objet-oriented
programs using dynami objet relationship diagram (DORD). They omputed the dynami
slies for eah statement immediately after the statement is exeuted. The dynami slies of
all exeuted statements have been obtained after the exeution of last statement.
Xu et al. [12℄ extended their earlier work [69℄ to dynamially slie objet-oriented pro-
grams. Their method uses objet program dependene graph (OPDG) and other stati in-
formation to redue the information to be traed during exeution and omputes dynami
slies ombining stati dependene information and dynami exeution of the program.
Wang et al. [65℄ proposed a new algorithm for dynami sliing of Java programs whih
operates on ompressed byteode traes. Aording to their approah, rst, the byteode
stream orresponding to an exeution trae of a Java program is ompatly represented.
Then, a bakward traversal of the ompressed program trae is performed to ompute
data/ontrol dependenes on-the-y. The slie is updated as these dependenes are en-
ountered during trae traversal.
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Mohapatra et al. [49, 50℄ have developed edge marking and node marking dynami sliing
tehnique for objet-oriented programs. Many researhers [11, 31, 47, 48, 51, 52℄ have ex-
tended the work of dynami sliing of objet-oriented features. But none of these researhers
have onsidered the aspet-oriented features.
3.3 Sliing of Aspet-Oriented Programs
Zhou et al. [68℄ proposed a tehnique to test aspet-oriented software. Their tehnique
selets test ases that are relevant to aspets under test and speify the suÆieny of test
ases on the aspet being tested.
Zhao [34℄ developed data-ow based unit-testing algorithm for aspet-oriented programs.
His approah tests two types of units for an aspet-oriented program, i.e., aspets that
are modular units of ross-utting implementation of the program and those lasses whose
behavior may be aeted by one or more aspets. For eah aspet or lass, this approah
performs three levels of testing, i.e., intra-module, inter-module and intra-aspet or intra-
lass testing. For an individual module suh as a piee of advie, a piee of introdution and
a method, intra-module testing is performed. For a publi module along with other modules
it alls in an aspet or lass, inter-module testing is performed. For modules that an be
aessed outside the aspet or lass and an be invoked in any order by users of the aspet
or lass, intra-aspet or intra-lass testing is performed.
Balzarotti et al. [15℄ proposed an approah to slie AspetJ programs based on the analy-
sis of the woven ode. Aording to their approah, rst, the lasses and aspets are ompiled
using the AspetJ ompiler and aspets are weaved into the exeutable program. Then, the
existing sliing algorithms are applied to the resulting Java byteode and slies are obtained.
The slies are a set of byteode statements. Finally, the results are mapped onto original
aspet-oriented soure ode.
Ishio et al. [62℄ developed a program debugging tool using AspetJ. They [61℄ also ap-
plied aspet-oriented programming tehnique to alulate program slie. Aording to their
approah, the program dependene graph (PDG) of Ottenstein and Ottenstein [30℄ is on-
struted rst. Then, the verties of the PDG are traversed in reverse order from the vertex
of interest in order to alulate the slie.
For the rst time, Zhao [33℄ developed the aspet-oriented system dependene graph
(ASDG) to represent aspet-oriented programs. The ASDG is onstruted by ombining
the SDG for non-aspet ode, the aspet dependene graph (ADG) for aspet ode and
some additional dependene ars used to onnet the SDG and ADG. Then, he used the
two-pass sliing algorithm proposed by Larsen and Harrold [37℄ to ompute stati slie of
aspet-oriented programs.
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Later, Zhao and Rinard [35℄ developed an algorithm to onstrut SDG for aspet-oriented
programs. Braak [59℄ extended the ASDG proposed by Zhao [33, 35℄ to inlude inter-type
delarations in the graph and performed forward sliing to nd stati slie of an aspet-
oriented program. Many developments on aspet-oriented programming have been found in
the literature [6, 14, 16, 23, 32, 36, 63℄.
All the above mentioned work fous on stati sliing of aspet-oriented programs. We
have not ome aross any work disussing dynami sliing of aspet-oriented programs.
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4.1 Basi Conepts
Gregor Kizales et al. [22℄ originated the onept of Aspet-Oriented Programming (AOP)
at Xerox Palo Alto Researh Center (PARC) in 1996. An aspet is an area of onern
that uts aross the struture of a program. Conern is dened as some funtionality or
requirement neessary in a system, whih has been implemented in a ode struture [3, 6,
23, 62℄. Examples of aspets are data storage, user interfae, platform-spei ode, seurity,
distribution, logging, lass struture, threading et.
The strength of aspet-oriented programming is allowing separation of onerns, by per-
mitting the programmer to reate ross-utting onerns as program modules. Cross-utting
onerns are those parts, or aspets, of the program that end up sattered aross multiple
program modules, and tangled with other modules in standard design.
For instane, let us onsider the example program shown in Figure 4.1. The objetive of
this program is to transfer an amount from one aount to another in a banking appliation.
In this example, various ross-utting onerns suh as transations, seurity, logging et. are
tangled with the basi funtionality (sometimes alled the business logi onern). If there
is a need to hange the seurity onsiderations for the appliation, then it would require
a major eort sine seurity-related operations appear sattered aross numerous methods.
This means that the ross-utting onerns do not get properly enapsulated in their own
modules and this inreases the system omplexity.
}
}
tx.rollback();
catch(Exception e){
systemLog.logOperation(OP_TRANSFER,fromAccount,toAccount,amount);
tx.commit();
toAccount.deposit(amount);
fromAccount.withdraw(amount);
try{
Transaction tx=database.newTransaction();
throw new InsufficientFundsException();
if (fromAccount.getBalance()<amount){
throw new NegativeTransferException();
if (amount<0){
throw new SecurityException();
if (!getCurrentUser().canPerform(OP_TRANSFER)){
void transfer(Account fromAccount, Account toAccount, int amount){
}
}
}
}
Figure 4.1: An example program
The goal of aspet-oriented programming (AOP) is to make it possible to deal with
ross-utting aspets of a system's behavior as muh in isolation as possible [63℄. Although
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the inherent modularity of objet-oriented languages are extremely useful in this respet,
they are unable to modularize ross-utting enerns in omplex systems. Aspet-Oriented
Programming provides spei language mehanisms to expliitly apture the ross-utting
struture.
To better support the expression of ross-utting design deisions, AOP uses a omponent
language to desribe the basi funtionality of the system and an aspet language to desribe
the dirent ross-utting properties. The omponents and the aspets are then ombined
into a system using an aspet weaver [14℄. The aspet weaver makes it possible for an advie
to be ativated at appropriate join points during run-time. Thus, a soure ode is modifed
by inserting aspet-spei statements at join points.
4.2 AspetJ: An Aspet-Oriented Programming Lan-
guage
Several aspet-oriented programming languages have been prposed suh as AML (As-
pet Markup Language), an environment for sparse matrix omputation [29℄, RG (Re-
verse Graphis), an environment for reating image proessing systems [4℄. A most pop-
ular AOP language is AspetJ. Other aspet-oriented frameworks inlude COOL (COOrdi-
nation Language) for expressing synhronization onerns [13℄, RIDL (Remote Invoation
Data transfer Language) for expressing distribution onerns [13℄, JBOSS, Spring AOP, As-
petWerkz [14, 21℄.
AspetJ, reated by Chris Maeda [22℄ at Xerox Palo Alto Researh Center (PARC), is
essentialy an aspet-oriented extension to Java programming language. In other words, we
an say that AspetJ is ompatible with urrent Java platform [20℄. There are four types of
ompatibility :
 Upward ompatibility - all legal Java programs must be legal AspetJ programs.
 Platform ompatibility - all legal AspetJ programs must run on standard Java virtual
mahines.
 Tool ompatibility - it must be possible to extend existing tools to support AspetJ in
a natural way; this inludes IDEs, doumentation tools, and design tools.
 Programmer ompatibility - Programming with AspetJ must feel like a natural exten-
sion of programming with Java.
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4.3 Features of AspetJ
AspetJ adds some new features to Java. These features inlude join points, pointut,
advie, aspet, introdution or inter-type delaration.
 Join Points - These are well-dened points in the exeution of a program, suh as
method all, method exeution and method reeption join points (a point where a
method reeived a all, but this method is not exeuted yet).
 Pointut - This is a means of referring to olletions of join points and ertain values
at those join points. AspetJ denes several primitive pointut designators that an
identify all types of join points. For example, in Figure 4.2, the pointut fatorialOp-
eration at statement 13 piks out join points i.e., the pointut fatorialOperation piks
out eah all to the method fatorial() of an instane of the lass TestFatorial, where
an int is being passed as an argument and it makes the value of that argument to be
available to the enlosing advie or pointut.
 Advie - It is method-like onstrut used to dene additional behavior at join points.
This is used to dene some ode that is exeuted when a pointut is reahed. Advie
brings together a pointut (to pik out join points) and a body of ode (to run at eah
of those join points). There are three types of advie in AspetJ: after, before, around.
(i) After - After advie on a partiular join point runs after the program proeeds with
that join point. For example, after advie on a method all join point runs after
the method body has run, just before ontrol is returned to the aller.
(ii) Before- Before advie runs as a join point is reahed, before the program proeeds
with the join point. For example, before advie on a method all join point runs
before the atual method starts running, just after the arguments to the method
all are evaluated. For example, in Figure 4.2, the before advie at statement 14
runs just before the join points piked out by the pointut fatorialOperation.
(iii) Around - Around advie on a join point runs as the join point is reahed, and has
expliit ontrol over whether the program proeeds with the join point.
Additionally, there are two speial ases of after advie: after returning and after
throwing, orresponding to the two ways a sub-omputation an return through a join
point.
(i) After returning- After returning advie runs just after eah join point piked out
by the pointut, but only if it returns normally. The return value an be aessed.
After the advie runs, the return value is returned. For example, in Figure 4.2,
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the after returning advie at statement 16 runs just after eah join point piked
out by the pointut fatorialOperation, but only if it returns normally. The return
value an be aessed and it is named result in Figure 4.2 at statement 16. After
the advie runs, the return value is returned.
(ii) After throwing- After throwing advie runs just after eah join point piked out
by the pointut, but only when it throws an exeption. The advie re-raises the
exeption after it is done.
 Aspet - These are units of modular rossutting implementation omposed of point-
uts, advie, and ordinary JAVA member delarations. An aspet is a ross-utting
type, dened by the aspet delaration. Aspets are dened by aspet delarations,
whih have a similar form of lass delarations. For example, in Figure 4.2, there is
one aspet named OptimizeFatorialAspet at statement 12.
 Introdution or Inter-Type Delaration - It allows an aspet to add methods, elds or
interfaes to existing lasses. It an be publi or private. An introdution delared as
private an be referred to or aessed only by the ode in the aspet that delared it.
An introdution delared as publi an be aessed by any ode.
 Pointut Designator - It is a formula that speies the set of join points to whih a
piee of advie is appliable. A pointut designator identies all types of join points.
A pointut designator simply mathes ertain join points at runtime. For example, in
Figure 4.2, the pointut designator
all (long TestFatorial.fatorial(int))
at statement 13 mathes all method alls to fatorial from an instane of the lass
TestFatorial.
Pointuts an be ombined using logial operators and (&&), or (k) and not (!). For
example, in Figure 4.2, the ompound pointut designator
all (long TestFatorial.fatorial(int)) && args(n)
at statement 13 refers to all method alls to fatorial() of an instane of TestFatorial,
where the argument of type int is passed to the method fatorial().
User-dened pointut designators are dened with pointut delaration. For example,
in Figure 4.2, the delaration
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import java.util.*;
public class TestFactorial{
        private static int n;
1:      public static void main(String[] args){ 
2:      n=Integer.parseInt(args[0]);
3:      System.out.println("Result:  "+factorial(n)+"\n");
       } 
4:     public static long factorial(int n){
       long p;
5:     if(n>0){ 
6:        p=1;
7:        while(n>0){
8:            p=p*n;
9:            n−−;
         }
        else
}
10:        p=1;       
11:   return p;
       }
       }
import java.util.*;
12:   public aspect OptimizeFactorialAspect{
13:    public pointcut factorialOperation(int n): 
           call(long TestFactorial.factorial(int)) && args(n);
14:     before(int n): factorialOperation(n){
15:        System.out.println("Seeking factorial for  "+n);
}
16:    after(int n) returning (long result): factorialOperation(n){
17:       System.out.println("Getting the factorial for  "+n);
        }
        }
Base Code (Non−aspect Code)                                                         Aspect Code
Figure 4.2: An Example AspetJ Program
publi pointut fatorialOperation(int n):
all (long TestFatorial.fatorial(int)) && args(n)
at statement 13 denes a new pointut designator, fatorialOperation, that speies a
all to the method fatorial() of an instane of TestFatorial and the argument passed
to the method to be of type int.
An AspetJ program is divided into two parts: base ode or non-aspet ode and aspet
ode. The base ode inludes lasses, interfaes and other standard Java onstruts.The
aspet ode implements the ross-utting onerns in the program. For example, Figure 4.2
shows an AspetJ program for nding the fatorial of a number. The program is divided
into the base ode or non-aspet ode ontaining the lass TestFatorial and the aspet ode
OptimizeFatorialAspet ontaining the advies and pointuts. Any AspetJ implementation
ensures that both the odes i.e., aspet ode and base ode run together in a properly
oordinated fashion. Suh type of proess is alled aspet weaving. The key omponent for
this proess is aspet-weaver whih makes the appliable advies to run at the appropriate
join points.
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5.1 Basi Conepts and Denitions
In this setion, we present the basi onepts and the denitions whih will be used in
our algorithm.
Denition 1: A digraph is an ordered pair (V;A) where V is a nite set of elements
alled verties and A  V  V .
Denition 2: An ar-lassied digraph is an n-tuple (V;A
1
; A
2
; : : : ; A
n 1
) suh that every
(V;A
i
), (i = 1; 2; : : : ; n   1) is a digraph and A
i
\ A
j
=  for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n   1 and
j = 1; 2; : : : ; n  1.
Denition 3: The ow graph of an aspet-oriented program is a digraph (V;A), where V
is the set of verties orresponding to statements and prediates and A is the set of ars
or edges between verties in V . An ar from vertex u to v means that ontrol passes from
vertex u to vertex v during program exeution. A feasible path is an exeutable path for
some input data.
Denition 4: An exeution trae is a path that has atually been exeuted for some input
data.
For example, for the input data argv[0℄=4, the order of exeution of the statements of
the program given in Figure 4.2 is 1, 2, 3, 13, 14, 15, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 7, 8, 9, 7, 8, 9, 7, 8, 9,
7, 16, 17, 11. This exeution trae is given in Figure 5.1.
Denition 5 (Def(var)): Let var be a variable in a lass in the program P . A node u
of the DADG of P is said to be a Def(var) node if u represents a denition (assignment)
statement that denes the variable var.
In the DADG of Figure 5.2, nodes 6 and 8 are the Def(p) nodes.
Denition 6 (DefSet(var)): The set DefSet(var) denotes the set of all Def(var) nodes.
In the DADG of Figure 5.2, DefSet(p)=f6, 8g.
Denition 7 (Use(var)): Let var be a variable in a lass in the program P . A node u
of the DADG of P is said to be a Use(var) node if u represents a statement that uses the
variable var.
In the DADG of Figure 5.2, nodes 8 and 11 are the Use(p) nodes.
Denition 8 (UseSet(var)): The set UseSet(var) denotes the set of all Use(var) nodes.
In the DADG of Figure 5.2, UseSet(p)=f8, 11g.
Dynami sliing of aspet-oriented programs is similar to that of objet-oriented pro-
grams. However, due to presene of pointuts and advies, the traing of dependenes
beomes muh more omplex.
Here, we formally dene some notions of dynami sliing of aspet-oriented programs.
Let P be an aspet-oriented program and G = (V;A) be the DADG of P . We ompute the
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           public class TestFactorial
           private static int n;
13(1):     public pointcut factorialOperation(int n): call(long TestFactorial.factorial(int)) && args(n);
14(1):     before(int n): factorialOperation(n)
15(1):     System.out.println("Seeking factorial for  "+n);
4(1):      public static long factorial(int n)
11(1):     return p;
17(1):     System.out.println("Getting the factorial for  "+n);
16(1):     after(int n) returning(long result): factorialOperation(n) 
7(5):      while(n>0)
8(4):      p=p*n;
9(4):      n−−;
7(4):      while(n>0)
9(3):      n−−;
8(3):      p=p*n;
7(3):      while(n>0)
9(2):      n−−;
8(2):      p=p*n;
7(2):      while(n>0)
9(1):      n−−;
8(1):      p=p*n;
7(1):      while(n>0)
6(1):      p=1;
5(1):      if(n>0)
3(1):      System.out.println("Result:  "+factorial(n)+"\n");
2(1):      n=Integer.parseInt(args[0]);
1(1):      public static void main(String[ ] args)
Figure 5.1: Exeution trae of the program given in Figure 4.2 for argv[0℄=4
dynami slie of an aspet-oriented program with respet to a sliing riterion.
 A sliing riterion for an aspet-oriented program is of the form < p; q; e; n >, where
p is a statement, q is a variable used at p and e is an exeution trae of the program
with input n.
 A dynami slie of an aspet-oriented program for a given sliing riterion < p; q; e; n >
onsists of all the statements that have atually aeted the value of the variable q at
statement p.
Let DS
G
be the dynami slie of G on a given sliing riterion < p; q; e; n >. Then, DS
G
is a subset of verties of G, DS
G
(p; q; e; n)  V , suh that for any p
0
2 V , p
0
2 DS
G
(p; q; e; n)
if and only if there exists a path from p
0
to p in G.
5.2 The Dynami Aspet-Oriented Dependene Graph
(DADG)
In this setion, we desribe the denition and onstrution of the dynami aspet-oriented
dependene graph (DADG).
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The DADG is an ar-lassied digraph (V;A), where V is the set of verties that orre-
spond to the statements and prediates of the aspet-oriented programs, and A is the set of
ars between verties in V representing dynami dependene relationships that exist between
statements. In the DADG of an aspet-oriented program, following types of dependene ars
may exist.
 ontrol dependene ar
 data dependene ar
 weaving ar
Control dependenes represent the ontrol ow relationships of a program i.e., the ontrol
prediates on whih a statement or an expression depends during exeution.
Data dependenes represent the relevant data ow relationships of a program i.e., the ow
of data between statements and expressions.
Weaving ar reets the joining of aspet ode and non-aspet ode at join points.
For example, in Figure 5.2, there is an weaving ar from vertex 13 to vertex 3 to onnet
the vertex 13 to vertex 3 at the orresponding join point beause, there is a funtion all
at statement 3 and the orresponding pointut at statement 13 aptures that funtion all.
Statement 14 represents a before advie. This means that the advie is exeuted before
the ontrol goes to the orresponding funtion. So, we add a weaving ar from vertex 4 to
vertex 15. Similarly, statement 16 represents a after advie. This means that the advie
is exeuted after the funtion has been exeuted and before the ontrol goes to the alling
funtion. That's why we add a weaving ar from vertex 16 to vertex 7. After the exeution of
after advie at statement 17, the ontrol goes to statement 11 where it returns a value to the
alling funtion. So, a weaving ar is added from vertex 11 to vertex 17. Our onstrution
of dynami aspet-oriented dependene graph of an aspet-oriented program is based on
dynami analysis of ontrol ow and data ow of the program.
The DADG of the program in Figure 4.2 orresponding to exeution trae in Figure 5.1 is
given in Figure 5.2. In this gure, irles represent program statements, dotted lines represent
data dependene ars, solid lines represent ontrol dependene ars and dark dashed lines
represent weaving ars.
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987
987
1716
1514
13
11
987
65
4
321
Control Dependence Arc
Data Dependence Arc
Weaving Arc
Starting Point
Figure 5.2: Dynami Aspet-Oriented Dependene Graph for the exeution trae given in
Figure 5.1
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5.3 Computation of Dynami Slies of Aspet-Oriented
Programs
In Setion 5.1, we have disussed some notions of dynami slies. But, this gives only the
general views of dynami sliing of aspet-oriented programs and does not give the proedure
for omputing them. In this setion, we present an algorithm to ompute a dynami slie of
an aspet-oriented program. We have named this algorithm trae le based algorithm. Our
algorithm rst stores the exeution history in a trae le alled exeution trae le. Then,
the Dynami Aspet-oriented Dependene Graph (DADG) is onstruted with respet to
the given exeution trae le. The DADG ontains verties orresponding to the exeuted
statements only. Then, the DADG is traversed using breadth-rst or depth-rst traversal
algorithm taking the vertex of interest as the starting point. The traversed verties are
mapped to the soure program to obtain the required dynami slie.
Algorithm: Trae File Based algorithm
1. Creation of exeution trae le: To reate an exeution trae le, do the following:
(a) For a given input, exeute the program and store eah statement s in the trae le
after it has been exeuted.
(b) If the program ontains loops, then store eah statement s inside the loop in the trae
le after eah time it has been exeuted.
2. Constrution of DADG: To onstrut the DADG of the aspet-oriented program P with
respet to the trae le, do the following:
(a) For eah statement s in the trae le, reate a vertex in the DADG.
(b) For eah ourrene of a statement s in the trae le, reate a separate vertex.
() Add all ontrol dependene edges, data dependene edges and weaving edges to these
verties.
3. Computation of dynami slie: To ompute the dynami slie over the DADG, do the
following:
(a) Perform the usual breadth-rst or depth-rst graph traversal over the DADG taking
any vertex orresponding to the statement of interest as the starting point of traversal.
4. Mapping of the slie: To obtain a dynami slie of the aspet-oriented program P , do the
following:
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(a) Dene a mapping funtion f : DS
G
(p; q; e; n)! P .
(b) Map the slie over the DADG to the soure ode using f sine the slie may ontain
multiple ourrenes of the same vertex.
Working of the Algorithm: We illustrate the working of our algorithm with the help of
an example. Consider the example AspetJ program given in Figure 4.2. Now, for the input
data argv[0℄=4, the program will exeute the statements 1, 2, 3, 13, 14, 15, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
7, 8, 9, 7, 8, 9, 7, 8, 9, 7, 16, 17, 11 in order. These statements are stored in a trae le.
Figure 5.1 shows the orresponding exeution trae le. Then, the Dynami Aspet-Oriented
Dependene Graph (DADG) is onstruted with respet to this trae le in aordane with
the step 2 of the algorithm. Figure 5.2 shows the DADG of the trae le given in Figure 5.1.
Sine, for the input data argv[0℄=4, the statements 8 and 9 are exeuted four times and
statement 7 is exeuted ve times, separate verties are reated for eah ourrene of these
statements.
Now, let us suppose that we have to ompute the dynami slie for the sliing riterion
< 11; p >. Starting from the vertex 11, we an perform either the breadth-rst searh
algorithm or depth-rst searh algorithm on the DADG. The breadth-rst searh algorithm
yields the verties 11, 17, 8, 16, 7, 8, 9, 7, 13, 5, 9, 7, 8, 9, 9, 3, 2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 1, 15, 7, 6,
14 and the depth-rst searh algorithm yields the verties 11, 8, 9, 9, 9, 4, 15, 14, 2, 1, 7,
5, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 6, 7, 17, 16, 13, 3, 7, 9. The traversed verties are shown as shaded verties
in Figure 5.2. Using the mapping funtion f , we an nd the statements orresponding to
these verties. This gives the required dynami slie whih is shown in retangular boxes in
Figure 5.3.
5.3.1 Corretness Proof
In this setion, we sketh the proof of orretness of our trae le based algorithm.
Theorem 1 Trae le based algorithm always nds a orret dynami slie with respet to
a given sliing riterion.
Proof. The proof is given through mathematial indution. Let P be any given aspet-
oriented program for whih a dynami slie is to be omputed using trae le based algorithm.
Aording to the priniple of mathematial indution, the Base and Hypothesis are to be set
up. The Base is set up as follows:
For any set of input values to the program, the dynami slie with respet to a single exeuted
statement is ertainly orret, aording to the denition.
Then, the Hypothesis is set up as follows:
During the traversal of the DADG, assume that the algorithm has produed the orret
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import java.util.*;
public class TestFactorial{
        private static int n;
1:      public static void main(String[] args){ 
2:      n=Integer.parseInt(args[0]);
3:      System.out.println("Result:  "+factorial(n)+"\n");
       } 
4:     public static long factorial(int n){
       long p;
5:     if(n>0){ 
6:        p=1;
7:        while(n>0){
8:            p=p*n;
9:            n−−;
         }
        else
}
10:        p=1;       
11:   return p;
       }
       }
import java.util.*;
12:   public aspect OptimizeFactorialAspect{
13:    public pointcut factorialOperation(int n): 
           call(long TestFactorial.factorial(int)) && args(n);
14:     before(int n): factorialOperation(n){
15:        System.out.println("Seeking factorial for  "+n);
}
16:    after(int n) returning (long result): factorialOperation(n){
17:       System.out.println("Getting the factorial for  "+n);
        }
        }
Base Code (Non−aspect Code)                                                         Aspect Code
Figure 5.3: The dynami slie of the program given in Figure 4.2 for the sliing riterion
(11,p)
dynami slies prior to the traversal of the urrent vertex v.
To omplete the proof, we need only to show that the dynami slie omputed after the
traversal of the vertex v is also orret. Let u be the vertex traversed prior to the vertex v.
This means that there is an edge from u to v in the DADG. The presene of the edge (u; v)
signies that the vertex u has been exeuted after the exeution of v sine DADG ontains
verties orresponding to the exeuted statements only and u is dependent (data or ontrol
or weaving) on v. Sine v is adjaent to u, v an be inluded in the set of traversed verties.
The set of traversed verties give the required dynami slie. Sine the dynami slie after
the traversal of u is orret and u is dependent on v, the dynami slie after the traversal of
v must also be orret. This establishes the orretness of the algorithm.
5.3.2 Complexity Analysis
In the following we disuss the spae and time omplexity of our DADG algorithm.
Spae Complexity: Let P be an aspet-oriented program and S be the length of exe-
ution of P . Eah exeuted statement will be represented by a single vertex in the DADG.
Thus, it an be stated that there are S number of verties in the DADG orresponding to
all exeuted statements of program P . Also, S numbers of statements are stored in the
exeution trae le. So, the spae omplexity of the trae le based algorithm is O(S).
Time Complexity:Let P be an aspet-oriented program and S be the length of exeu-
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tion of P . The total time omplexity is due to four omponents:
1. time required to store eah exeuted statement in a trae le whih is O(S).
2. time required to onstrut the DADG with respet to the exeution trae le whih is
O(S).
3. time required to traverse the DADG and to reah at the speied vertex whih is
O(S
2
).
4. time required to map the traversed verties to soure program P whih is O(S).
So, the time omplexity of the trae le based algorithm is O(S
2
).
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Chapter 6
IMPLEMENTATION
Overview of DDST
Implementation of the Sliing Tool
Experimental Results
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In this hapter, we briey desribe the implementation of our algorithm. We have named
our dynami sliing tool dynami dependene sliing tool (DDST) for aspet-oriented pro-
grams. First, we present an overview of our sliing tool and then we disuss briey the
implementation of the sliing tool.
6.1 Overview of DDST
Lexical Analyzer
SlicerDynamic Slice
Parser and
Program Analysis
Semantic Analyzer
The Attributes
Program Code
Trace File
Execution
Execution Trace
Information (ASI)
DADG and DADG Constructor
Figure 6.1: Shemati diagram of the sliing tool
The working of the sliing tool is shematially shown in Figure 6.1. The arrows in
the gure show the data-ow among the dierent bloks of the tool. The bloks shown in
retangular boxes represent exeutable omponents and the bloks shown in ellipses represent
passive omponents of the sliing tool.
A program written in AspetJ is given as input to DDST. The overall ontrol for the
slier is done through a oordinator with the help of a graphial user interfae (GUI). The
oordinator takes user input from the GUI, interats with other relevant omponents to
extrat the desired results and returns the output bak to the GUI.
The exeution trae omponent reates an exeution trae le for a partiular exeution
of the program. This omponent takes the user input from the oordinator, stores eah
exeuted statement for that input in a le and outputs that le bak to the oordinator.
This le is alled exeution trae le.
The lexial analyzer omponent reads the exeution trae le and breaks it into tokens
for the grammar expressed in the parser. When the lexial analyzer omponent enounters
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a useful token in the program, it returns the token to the parser desribing the type of
enountered token.
The parser and semanti analyzer omponent funtions as a state mahine. The parser
takes the token given by the lexial analyzer and examines it using the grammatial rules laid
for the input programs. The semanti analyzer omponent aptures the following important
information of the program.
 For eah vertex u of the program
{ the lexial suessor and predeessor verties of u,
{ the sets of variables dened and used at vertex u,
{ the type of the vertex: assignment or test or method all or return et.
The lexial omponent, parser and semanti analyzer omponent provide the neessary
program analysis information to the DADG onstrutor omponent. The DADG onstrutor
omponent rst onstruts the CFG and the post-dominator tree of the program using the
basi information provided by the lexial and semanti analyzer omponents. The inter-
statement ontrol dependenies are aptured using the CFG and the post dominator tree.
Then, it onstruts the DADG of the program with respet to the trae le along with all
the required information to ompute slies and stores it in appropriate data strutures.
The slier omponent traverses the DADG. It takes the user input from the oordinator
and outputs the omputed information bak to the oordinator. The graphial user interfae
(GUI) funtions as a front end to the sliing tool.
6.2 Implementation of the Sliing Tool
We have implemented our algorithm in C++. We have used the ompiler writing tool
Lex and YACC [55℄ for Lexial Analyzer, Parser and Semanti Analyzer omponents of our
slier. Lex is oÆially known as a "Lexial Analyser". Its main job is to break up an input
stream into more usable elements or in other words, to identify the "interesting bits" in a
text le. Ya is oÆially known as a "parser". Its job is to analyse the struture of the
input stream, and operate of the "big piture". In the ourse of its normal work, the parser
also veries that the input is syntatially sound. YACC stands for "Yet Another Compiler
Compiler". This is beause this kind of analysis of text les is normally assoiated with
writing ompilers. Lex and YACC programs allow one to parse omplex languages with
ease. The program Lex generates a so alled Lexer. This is a funtion that takes a stream of
haraters as its input, and whenever it sees a group of haraters that math a key, takes a
ertain ation. YACC an parse input streams onsisting of tokens with ertain values. This
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Table 6.1: Enoding used for dierent types of edges of DADG
Code Edge Type
0 No Edge
1 Control Dependene Edge (True Case)
2 Control Dependene Edge (False Case)
3 Data Dependene Edge (Loop Independent Case)
4 Data Dependene Edge (Loop Carried Case)
5 Weaving Edge
learly desribes the relation YACC has with Lex, YACC has no idea what input streams
are, it needs preproessed tokens. While one an write his own Tokenizer, that will be left
entirely up to Lex.
The sample AspetJ program is exeuted for a given input. The exeuted statements are
stored in a trae le. This trae le is given as input to the Lex and YACC program. The
Lex extrats program tokens and stores the data in a data struture alled statement info.
The DADG of the AspetJ program is automatially onstruted by taking input from the
parser and semanti analyzer omponent i.e., from YACC. For onstruting the DADG, we
have used many ags suh as if ag to hek whether the statement is an if statement or
not, while ag to hek whether the statement is a while statement or not et.
We use an adjaeny matrix dadg[℄[℄ to store the DADG of the given AspetJ program
P. This matrix is of the following type:
strut edge f
int exist, type;
g edge;
 The attribute exist has value 0 or 1. dadg[i℄[j℄.exist is 1 if there is an edge between
node number i and j, otherwise 0.
 The data member type speies the type of the edge. The ode used for this is as given
in Table 6.1.
We store the following additional information along with the DADG:
 The set Def(var) for eah variable var in the aspet-oriented program P.
 The set Use(var) for eah variable var in the aspet-oriented program P.
The sets Def(var) and Use(var) are stored using arrays.
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The additional data strutures used for the DDST slier are given below.
The data struture statement info stores the following information:
type of statement, used variable, dened variable and statement number.
This data struture stores the details of statements of the input porgram.
publi lass statement info f
publi:
int type; // type of the statement
var strut def; // name of the variable defined
var strut use[℄; // name of the variable used
int lno,mno,ano; // the number of the lass, method, aspet to whih the statement
belongs to
int eno; // no. of times a statement has been exeuted
g;
The data struture lass info ontains the details of a lass, methods and variables de-
ned in that lass.
publi lass lass info f
publi:
har l name[℄; // name of the lass
method strut method store[℄; // method details
var strut var store[℄; // member variables
int mno,vno; // number of methods and variables
g;
The data struture var strut stores the details of a variable suh as its name and where it
is dened.
publi lass var strut f
publi:
har var name[℄; // name of the variable
int var at; // vetex no at whih the variable is defined
g;
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The data struture aspet info stores the details of an aspet, pointuts, advies, intro-
dutions and methods dened in that aspet.
publi lass aspet info f
publi:
har asp name[℄; // name of the aspet
method strut method store[℄; // method details
pointut info p[℄; // pointut details
advie info adv[℄; // advie details
intro info intr[℄; // introdution details
int mno,advno,pno,intrno; // number of methods, advies, pointuts and introdutions
g;
The data struture method strut ontains the name of the method and the variables dened
in the method.
publi lass method strut f
publi:
har method name[℄; // name of the method
int v no; // number of variables defined
var strut var store[℄; // variables details
g;
The data struture advie info stores details of the advie suh as its name, its type, pointut
to whih it belongs.
publi lass advie info f
publi:
har adv name[℄; // name of the advie
int typeadv; // type of advie
har p name[℄; // pointut to whih advie belongs
g;
The data struture intro info stores details of the introdution. It ontains the name of
the introdution, lass to whih the introdution belongs et.
publi lass intro info f
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publi:
har intr name[℄; // name of the introdution
har l name[℄; // name of the lass to whih the introdution belongs
int type; // 1 for variable, 2 for method
g;
The data struture pointut info stores details of the pointut suh as its name, variables
details.
publi lass pointut info f
publi:
har p name[℄; // name of the pointut
har method name[℄[℄; // name of the methods used in the pointut
var strut var store[℄; // variables details
int mno; // number of methods
g;
The input program is invoked for exeution. Eah exeuted statement is stored in an
exeution trae le. Then, onstrut dadg() method is invoked to onstrut the DADG
with respet to the exeution trae le. To traverse the DADG, the method traverse dadg()
is used. This method stores the visited verties in a one-dimensional integer array: int
visit[℄. The map() method is used to map the verties in visit[℄ to the orresponding
program statements. The mapped statement numbers are stored in an integer array: int
mapped[℄. The ompute slie() method is invoked to ompute the dynami slie for a given
sliing riterion. It uses the traverse dadg() method and the map() method for this purpose.
The dynami slie is stored in mapped[℄ and it is displayed through GUI.
6.3 Experimental Results
With dierent sliing riteria, the algorithm has been tested on many programs for 40-50
runs. The sample programs ontain loops and onditional statements. Table 6.2 summarizes
the average run-time requirements of the trae le based algorithm for several programs.
Sine we have omputed the dynami slies at dierent statements of a program, we have
alulated the average run-time requirements of our trae le based algorithm. The program
sizes are small sine right now the tool aepts only a subset of AspetJ onstruts. However,
the results indiate the overall trend of the performane of the trae le based algorithm.
The results in the table 6.2 indiates that the run-time requirement inreases rapidly.
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Table 6.2: Average Runtime
Sl No. Prg. Size (# stmts) trae le based Algorithm (in Se.)
1 17 0.11
2 43 0.71
3 69 0.89
4 97 1.07
5 123 1.36
6 245 2.46
7 387 3.96
8 562 5.52
This is due to the fat that separate verties are reated in the DADG during run-time for
dierent exeutions of the same statement. This is followed by a depth-rst or breadth-rst
graph traversal on DADG to ompute the dynami slie. Thus, average run-time require-
ment beomes high sine onsiderable time is required to perform the traversal on DADG.
Furthermore, the algorithm uses a trae le to store the exeution history. The time required
to read the data from a trae le is signiant and is added to the average run-time while
omputing dynami slie. All these result in the inrease of average run-time requirement
rapidly.
Also, the slie extration time inreases rapidly with the program size. This is due to the
reason that the slie is omputed only after the whole program is exeuted, by performing a
graph traversal on the DADG.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION
Contributions
Future Work
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The development of eÆient dynami sliing algorithms for aspet-oriented programs was
the main aim of our work. In the following, we summarize the important ontributions of
our work. At the end, some suggestions for future work are given.
7.1 Contributions
In this setion, we summarize the important ontributions of our work i.e. ontributions
of development of Computation of Dynami Slies of Aspet-Oriented Programs.
7.1.1 Computation of Dynami Slies of Aspet-Oriented Pro-
grams
First, we have stored the exeuted statements in an exeution trae le. Next, we have
onstruted a dependene-based intermediate representation for aspet-oriented programs.
We have named this representation Dynami Aspet-Oriented Dependene Graph (DADG).
The DADG is an ar-lassied digraph whih represents various dynami dependenes be-
tween the statements of an aspet-oriented program for a partiular exeution. Then, we
have developed an algorithm to ompute dynami slies of AOPs using the DADG. Taking
any vertex as the starting point, our algorithm performs a graph traversal on the DADG
using breadth-rst graph traversal or depth-rst graph traversal. Then, the traversed ver-
ties are mapped to the original program. The spae omplexity of our algorithm is shown
to be O(S), where S is the length of exeution of the program. The time omplexity of the
algorithm is O(S
2
), where S is the length of exeution of the program. Moreover, we have
proved that our algorithm omputes orret dynami slies for any sliing riterion. We have
implemented the algorithm to prove its orretness experimentally.
7.1.2 Implementation
We have implemented our proposed algorithm i.e. trae le based algorithm to verify
its orretness experimentally. The slier has been tested on a large of input programs with
several exeutions and sliing riteria. It has been observed that the slier omputed orret
dynami slies for all input sliing riteria. Experimentally, this one validated the orretness
of our proposed algorithm.
7.2 Future Work
In the following, the possible extensions to our work have been outlined briey.
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 Here, we used an exeution trae le. The use of this le inreases the average run-
time. This may be redued if the algorithm an be modied so that it will not use the
exeution trae le.
 In our work, we did not onsider omposite data types suh as arrays while omputing
dynami slies of aspet-oriented programs. Our work an be extended to handle
omposite data types by developing a suitable frame work.
 In our work, we did not onsider dynami sliing of unstrutured programs. Our work
an be extended to handle unstrutured programs by developing a suitable frame work.
 The work an easily be extended to ompute dynami slies of programs written in
other aspet-oriented languages suh as AspetWerkz, RIDL, RG et.
 The slier an be used to develop eÆient debuggers and test drivers for large sale
aspet-oriented programs.
 The algorithm an be extended to ompute onditioned slies with respet to a given
ondition.
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